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New Delivery and Format Options Available for the SpaceMed Guide
A Planning Tool to Help Healthcare Providers, Planners, and Architects Develop the Functional
Program and the Room-by-Room Space Requirements Necessary to Begin the Design Process
ANN ARBOR, Mich., January 1, 2018  The SpaceMed Guide: A Space Planning Guide for Healthcare
Facilities has new delivery and format options. This popular step-by-step space planning guide, written by
Cynthia Hayward, provides state-of-the-art planning methodologies, industry benchmarks, and rules of
thumb to help healthcare architects, planners, and providers develop the room-by-room space
requirements necessary to begin the design process. Customers can get the classic spiral-bound
workbook (Hard Copy) or download a Stamped PDF. The Space Planning Templates are formatted in
Microsoft® Excel and can be delivered on a CD-ROM or can be downloaded. The SpaceMed Guide was
first published in 2004 followed by the second edition in 2006 and the third edition in 2015.
New delivery and format options include:


Digital Edition for $495 USD. With the new Digital Edition of the SpaceMed Guide, customers
can download the workbook (Stamped PDF) and Space Planning Templates (Microsoft® Excel)
immediately upon purchase.



Digital + Hard Copy for $695 USD. Customers can purchase the classic spiral-bound desk
reference in print plus get the electronic version for a combined savings. They will get immediate
access to the workbook (Stamped PDF) and Space Planning Templates (Microsoft Excel®) ─ as
with the Digital Edition ─ and also receive a Hard Copy of the classic spiral-bound workbook.



Hard Copy for $495 USD. Customers can continue to purchase the classic spiral-bound
workbook (Hard Copy) and get the Space Planning Templates (Microsoft Excel®) on a CD-ROM.

Purchasers are granted a single-user license which allows access on up to three personal devices and
can also print one copy of the Stamped PDF for their personal use.
Author Cynthia Hayward, FAIA, is the founder of Hayward & Associates LLC (https://www.haywardassoc.com), which focuses exclusively on predesign planning for the healthcare industry. She has been a
leader in healthcare facility planning for over 35 years and has assisted hundreds of healthcare
institutions to economically and efficiently plan their facility investments. She is also the author of
Healthcare Facility Planning: Thinking Strategically, published by Health Administration Press, a division
of the Foundation of the American College of Healthcare Executives. Ms. Hayward can be reached at
https://www.hayward-assoc.com.
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